
 
  

Framework 

Year 
Level 

Learning Goals Ecological Patterns Developmental Goals 

Junior 
Years 
P-2 

Emphasis on developing a 
sense of wonder, curiosity 
and appreciation of nature. 
Use of pattern vocabulary 
and core energy and matter 
patterns are at the 
introductory stage. 

Patterns: Introduction to visible patterns, observation, 
identification through garden organisms. 
Energy flow: Food chains in ecosystems and gardens. 
The role of the sun. 
Matter Cycles: Water and nutrient cycles in the garden. 
States of matter. Compost. 
Systems: Web of life. Connections and relationships in 
the garden 
Basic botany - seeds and germination, pollinators, 
plant requirements, insect anatomy. 

Biophilia: Sense of wonder. Fascination with natural world.Sensory awareness and 
experiences. Basic awareness of living organisms and their environment. 
Inquiry: Observation. Questioning, predicting, communicating. Exploration, investigation and 
curiosity, experiments. Uses senses to gather information, make connections, inspire.  
Action & Reflection: Feeding animals, tools use, cooperation in tasks, listening to instructions 
then working to achieve practical outcomes, sharing equipment, compost monitors.  
 

Middle 
years 
3-4 

Emphasis is on identifying 
and understanding 
ecological patterns and 
introducing core science. 
Begin applying these 
patterns as practical 
decision making tools in 
garden design and 
maintenance. 

Energy flow: Photosynthesis, energy types, 
transformation and thermodynamics. Energy flow 
through ecosystems. 
Matter cycles: Matter cycles through ecosystems locally 
and globally. Biochemistry - H20, C, O. 
Systems: Ecosystems, networks, population dynamics, 
nested systems. 
Botany: Photosynthesis, mycorrhizal relationships,  

Biophilia: Appreciation, consideration and respect for living things. Developing relationships 
with garden organisms. Play-based activities to connect with and apply patterns and perform 
garden tasks. 
Inquiry: Iterative exercises tracing energy flow and matter cycles in garden. Investigating 
connections and mutualism. Experiments. Exploring ‘why’ of garden tasks.  
Action & Reflection: Tree and plant care, care and maintenance of animals, respect and 
ownership of garden space and organisms in it, teamwork and respectful communication, 
independent responsibility on minimal supervision tasks, self-management of safety, collective 
goal setting, compost monitors. Responsible for needs  and destiny of garden organisms. 

Senior 
Years 
5-6 

 
Emphasis is on applying 
ecological patterns to 
understand the role and 
impacts of our actions on 
the planet. 

Energy flow: Reiterating thermodynamics and energy 
flow through ecosystems. Energy flow in contemporary 
and historical human societies. 
Matter Cycles: Basic chemistry, liquids, solids, gases. 
Biochemistry - elements that make up life. Reiterated 
bio-geochemical cycles - H2O, C, O and N. Matter 
cycles in contemporary and historical human societies. 
Systems: Feedback loops, Evolution, Networks, Nested 
systems. Human systems. 
Botany: Photosynthesis, mutualistic and symbiotic 
relationships etc 

Biophilia: As above considering alternating approach to one of appreciation, consideration and 
respect for living things. Awe and interest microbial world and bigger systems 
Inquiry: Dependent on groups needs/interests and individuals’ interests - may include 
emphasis on bigger picture investigation and/ or practical application of learnings. Listen to 
students and follow their interest in order to enhance desire to discover, investigate and 
engage. Experiments. Engaging with technology to enhance discovery. 
Action & Reflection: Chicken/animal care. Mulching. compost monitors. 
Community/social justice projects, small business enterprises, audits. 
Communication/decision making. 



 


